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The floral ecolagy of PlaTanCher. lrur~ht ~ i l t d l .  111 
St. Phillip's, Newfoundland, was investigared during rhc 1990-1992 
flowering seaeons. For comparison, two additional populations Irom 
eaatern Newfoundland and a population from eouthweetern Alberta 
were also examine(?. Pollinators were reetricted to the nocturnal 
Noctuidae and diurnal Heaperiidae. While pollinators were rarely 
observed, pollination exclusion experiments indicated that insect 
vectore are required for capsule set. Percentage capsule set tor 
the St. Phillip's site was similar in all three seasons (range - 
47.7-56.011. TWO populations from eastern Newfoundland showed 
similar capeule set values while the population in southwestern 
Alberta had signit'icantly higher capsule set ( 6 6 . 8 1 ) .  Capeule aet 
was deternined to be pollinator-limited. Plicrohabitate had no 
effect an capsule set. P. Up&aM has a number of physical 
charasterietiee which increased its opportunity for pollination. 
These include an extended blooming period, aequentially-produced 
flowers which are long-lived, long eeseptivity-time for flarere and 
continual odour production. The adaptations are particularly 
advantageous during prioda of unfavourilble weather and low 
pollinator activity. Additionally, ir was observed that erne 
populatione can have seed pmduction dramatically reduced due to 
insect damage and fungal infection. 
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1.1 The Orchidaceae 
The Orchidaceae, the largeet and most highly evcllved 
family in the eubslesa Monosotylsdonae IDressler 19811, is 
highly specialized, eapesially with relipest to the m d e  of 
pollination ILuer 19751, and thcy ahow a high degree of 
in pollinator-plant interactions. Detailed 
etudies on this aspect of the Orchidaseae have only been 
attempted recently IDressler 1981). 
The floral biology of the Orchidaceae haa fascinated 
botanists for many yearn. Dawin (18871 recognized that in 
their natural state orchids are characterized by highly 
specialized flowers and low levels of fruit set IDawin 1887). 
Since Darwin's time, orshidologiats have sought to explain the 
preoise pollinetion mechanisms of orchids. Interest in the 
pollination ecology of temperate North American orchids has 
increased substantially in the last 10 years (Catling 1981, 
Hqan 1982. Cole and Pinnage 1984. Patt s. &. 1989, Primack 
and Hall 1990. Robertson and Wyatt 1990, Boland and Scott 
19911, however, feu studies have followed an orchid population 
for mare than one flowering season (Cole and Pinnage 1981, 
Pinnage and Cole 1988. Calvo 1990, Robertson and Wyatt 19901. 
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The Orchidaceae is the only family of nlonocotylcdotln 
known for the consolidation of pollen grain8 into disctetc 
nasaea referred to ao pollinia. These pollinia are attacllcd 
co emall stalks, the saudicles, which are united Po a nticky 
disk af cells, the viasidiurn. Together, these structures form 
the pollinaria. when a pollinator visits an orchid Elrrwer, 
the entire pollinaria may be removed and later deposited, in 
its entirety or it8  part^, onto the stigmatic surface of 
another recipient flower. Such a Btrategy has been referred 
to by Van der Pijl and Dodson (19661 as "precisian gambling"; 
basically, a one-shot system capable of fertilizing a large 
number of ovules. Orchid capsules may contain as few as 1330 
seeds in Ceelwloeeun W IL.) Hartm. or more than I 
million in N.cnoohes venrricosum Batern. (Arditti 19551. Thie 
etrategy can lead to high reproductive output even when the 
plant is exposed to low pllinacor activity. 
Most studies on the floral biology of orchide have 
attempted to determine pollinator activity by direct 
observation ef the pollinator's visits and by calculating mean 
capsule aet (Smith and Snow 1916, Aokernan and Meeler 1979, 
Cole and Firmage 1984. Catling and Catling 1989, V w t  19901. 
Determination of which flowers have been visitedor pollinated 
is simplified in orchids due to their production of 
pollinsria. Inspection of an orchid flower can determine if 
the pollinaria have been removed or if any pollinia have bean 
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deposited on the stigmatic surface. Surprisingly few studies 
have taken advantage of thie aspect of pollination in orchids 
to acquire further knowledge about levels of pollination in 
orchids (~sktrmen 1975, Firmage and Cole 1988, Robertson and 
Wyatt 1990). 
1.2 Purpose 
The purpoee of this atudy was to investigate the floral 
ecology of the ecent-bottle orchid. sUat&a 
(Pureh) Lindl. E. is often referred to as "bog 
candles" or tall leafy white orchis. Locally, many 
~e~foundlander~ refer to them as "scent-battlsa.. To date, no 
thorough scientific study has been done on this orchid. Other 
orchid researchers make brief mention of the pollinators of 
this orchid, but only say it is pollinated by various noctuid 
moths (Catling 19851 and akippers ILuer 19141. No other 
details of the reproductive biology are k n m .  
Many factors may affect the reproductive success of E. 
dib&&a. These include resource availability, weather 
conditions, pollinetor abundance and plant predation (Wyatt 
1982). Micmhabitats, t w .  nay have an affect on the 
reproductive rates of an orchid (Smith end Snow 1976. Cole and 
Firmage 1984). Pollinator attraction nay also be influenced 
by the phenology of the orchrd and the sire of their 
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inflorescence. 
The specific objective0 of this attldy were: 1 1  LO 
determine what levels of fruit set occur within and between 
years in several natural populatione; I 1  to identify pollen 
 vector^; 31 to determine the breeding syetem; 0 to examine 
reproductive success in relation to inflorescence oire, 
phanolagy, eite location and microhabitate. 
TO date, most etudies on the reproductive biology of con- 
autogarnu, orchids li.e., those whioh do not eelf-pollinate) 
have found them to be pollinator limited Ischemeke 1980. Cole 
and Firmage 1984, Berry and Calvo 1991, Gregg 19911. This 
study examines how the praceding factors affect reproductive 
success in E. sUL%&a and whether chis orchid, like many 
others, is pollinator limited. 
1.3 The genus PlaranChera 
1.3.1 Classification 
The genus is one of the largest genera of 
orchids in the north temperate zones IInove 19831. There is 
much disagreement about how mnny speciee of Plaranthera exist. 
some authors give e modest eetinate of about 00 species 
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IDavies and Huxley 19881 while other8 are more generous, at 
approximately a00 epeciee ILuer 19751. Thiti is just one 
example of the problems which exist in orchid research. 
Originally. all species were claesificd in 
the genus Prrhia IBrasklcy 1985). Qn&b was described by 
Linnaer. in 1753, and included any terrestrial orchids with 
fleshy tubers, a leafy stem and a tcminal spike of spurred 
flowers ILuer 19751. In 1805, Willdenow reclassified the 
present day ee members of the genus m. He 
made his decision baaed on differences in the column 
~tructure~. L.C. Richard, in 1818, aegregeted Habenaria f m  
a group of orehida whose pcllinia caudicles were adnata to the 
column larackley 1985) and placed them in the genus 
-. Hovever, although eatabliehed ae early as 1818, 
the genus has only recently heen widely accepted. 
PlaCanehera differs f m m  Habenaria by ite simple median 
etigma located above the neotary opening while has 
two etigmatic lobes borne on stalks beside or below the 
nestary opening Istoutmire 19741. Other differences between 
and are baaed on their sinkers. The 
tern "sidxer" i~ used to describe the root sptern of these 
orchide. The sinkers of Platanthera are either fusifom or 
stoloniferous while those of Habenaria are globose (moue 
19831. They also differ ecolagieally; PlatanChera ie 
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distributed in temperate regions while Bnbenarla is mstly 
tropical to sub-tropical. 
The study species ie e member of the Plaeanehew 
sUsmta- el.tanchera- complex, often referred to as 
the section lirnnorchis. This section is characterized by a 
leafy stem whioh terminates in an elongate spike of small 
white to greenieh flowera. The anther locules are divergent 
and the caudicle is nearly one half the length of the 
pollinariun. The viacidium is suborbicular and the atigma is 
eonewhat flattened end broadly rhohate (Inoue 19851. 
Rydhrg (19011 created the genus tilnnorchie for this 
epcciee-complex and divided it into 24 species (Luer 19751. 
However, thie nomenolature is not widely accepted, thus €or 
the purpose of this study, the speciee of interest will be 
described as a menber of -. 
Thie mection has representativee in both North America 
and Japan. The group has ite center of diversity in North 
America, with Japan at the limit of its range. The c h m m s o m  
nu&= in North America is 2"-42, while Japanese plante are 
retraploid 2"-84 (Love and Ritohie 1966, Love and Love 19801. 




Most Platanfhera species ere terreetrial, althougll aone 
may be conaidered semi-aquatic. Morphologically. 
hae fleshy, tapered or swollen roots. Early in the growing 
eoason, a bud is produced on the "sinker". This bud producso 
its own roots during the rest of the gmwing season, however 
the bud does not develop any further. At the end of tho 
growing eaaaon. the old plant deteriorates, leaving only the 
bud with its own roots. In the subsequent growing eeaeon, the 
bud will develop into a leafy plant (Case 19641.  
Plante are erect with basal or cauline leaves. The stem 
in terminated by a raceme of relatively emall Elowera. The 
pctale often adhere to the doreal sepal to form e hood-like 
structure over tho column, while the lateral eepals ere 
spreading or recurved. The lip may be entire, divided or 
fringed, depending on the species (Luer 19751. 
flowers have a epur at the base of the lip, 
and the length of the spur often correeponds to the proboscis- 
lcngch of a species or apecifio group, generally of the 
Lepidoptera ILuer 19751. The opening to the spur is located 
bolw the stigma on the column [Case 1964). The column, or 
gynandriun, is .r Issture ~onvnon to all orchids and represents 
a fusion of three structures; the stamen. the stigw and the 
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style. TWO anthare are brne  on either eide of the column and 
are eeparated from each other by connective tiesue or the 
stigma. The pollen grains are compramsed into masses knwn aa 
pollinia. The pollinia ere attached to caudicles whish are 
narrowly united to a ~ticky disc of cells called the viacidiun 
INilsson 1978). The entire structure ie club-ehaped and is 
termed a "pollinarium" IDteseler 19811. The two pollinaria 
are embedded in loculee on either eide of the nectery opening, 
with the adhesive diacs of che viacidia facing each other. 
The distance between the viecidia often corresponds to the 
head width of the specific pollinating insect. As the insect 
probes the nectar-containing spur with ite proboacie, the 
viscidia adhere to the eyes or probo~~is of the pollinator. 
When the insect leaves the flower, it pulls the pollinaria 
from its loculee (Brackley 19851. Within about a minute, the 
caudicles rotate dovnward and inward as one side of each 
caudicle dZ'i88, causing the pollinaria to be located in a 
forward position. The pallinaria are now in a position to 
cone directly in contact with the etigma ef the next visited 
flower (smith and snow 1976. uileson 1978, Cole and Pimage 
1984). 
The stem of 2. sU&&a arises Erom elongate fleshy 
mote. The several glabrous leaves era linaer-lanceolate, 
claeping the stem below and becoming bract-like above. The 
inflorescence is a loose to densely Elowered cylindrical 
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spike. The white €lowets are subtended by a~cen~ding. 
lanceelate floral bracts. The dorsal sepal ie ovate, obtueo 
and concave. The lateral petals are elliptic-lanceolalr and 
c~nnivent with the dorsal eepal. foming e hood-like 
et~cture. The lip is linear-lanceolate and abruptly dilaced 
(hence the speciae name, -1 at the bane [see 
photograph, Figure 11.  The cylindrical apur 1s approximately 
the earn length es the lip (Case 1964. luer 1975). The 
nectaw i~ located near the end of this spur (Figure 2 ) .  
These fcaturee characterize flowers pollinated by moths 
IE'aegtl and van der Pijl 1979). The flowers are atrongly 
clove-scented, both by day and by night, a feature atypical of 
noth-pollinated plants whish normally produce fragrances only 
at night lven der Pijl and Dodeon 1966). Quite often, the 
flowers of P. dihtgM maintain a helf-opened appearance. 
Thie occurs when the tip of the lip catches in the hood €om-d 
by the dorm1 sepal and lateral petals. This phenomenon 
appears to be mre common on the upper flowers of the floral 
spike. 
Members of the genue Platanthera generally fell into one 
of two pollinator categories; either moth-pollinated or 
butterfly-pollin~ted but, as previously noted, there are 
exoeptions. In either case, the omhida possess certain 
morphological adaptations to the behaviovr and morphology of 
the primary pollinator group Ivan der Pill and Dodaon 1966). 
Figure 1. Close-up photograph of an inflorescence of E. 
2%u!sM. 

Figure 2. Detaila of the Elmer charactariatics of g. 
dIht%a. 1. Front view of fully opened Ilower. 2. 
Lateral view of upper fl-r showing the lip 
"caught-up" in the hod. A, anther; US, dorsal 
~ o p d i  L, lip; LS, lateral sepal; OV, ovary; P. 




The major isolating factors preventing cross-pollination 
between different species of PlaCanLhera in a particular 
region are the blwming date of the epecies, the insect or 
group of ineect pollinators and where the pollinaria are 
deposited (Table 1). 
is most abundant in North America end eastern 
~sia. mmpe has only two species of PlaCanDhera (navies and 
~uxley 19881 while the relatively small area of Japan hae 21 
endemic specres IInoue 19831. The North American flora 
contains 24 species 141 tam), 11 (14 taws) of which are found 
on the island of Newfoundland ILuer 19751. 
apeaiee are among the most readily encountered orchide in 
~ewfoundland (personal obeervationl . 
e. has the aecond widest distribution of any 
North American terrestrial orchid. The scent-bottle ranges 
from Greenland and Newfoundland vest through boreal North 
America to the Aleutian lelanda. In the east, planta are 
distributed as far mouth as New Jereey, northern Indiana and 
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Table. 1 Overview of the known pollinator groups for the 
PlalanLher. of Newfoundland. 
Pleeanthera albida autogamoua (Catlinq 1983) 
P. blephariglottie butterflies, hawkmothe, skippers. 
m!!us SPP. 
- pollinia attached to eyes (Cole 
and Firmage 19841 
P. clavellata aUtOgamOUB (Catling 19831 
P. dilatata noctuid moths, skippers 
- attachment site undocumented 
(Luer 1974) 
P. grandifl~ra hawkmoths, epp. (71 
- pallinia attached to ayes 
(Stoutamire 19741 
P. hookeri skippere 
- polllnia attached to eyes ILuer 
1974) 
P. hyperborea autogalnus (Catling 19831 
P. lacera hawkmoths 
- pollinia attached to probossie 
(scoutamire 19741 
P. obtusata moequitoee, geometrid and pyralid 
motha 
- pollinia attached to eyes (Thien 
and Utach 1970, vosa and Riefner 
19831 
P. orbfculata hawkmoths, noctuid moths 
- pollinia attached to eyes 
Istoutamire 19711 
hawkmoths, ekippere. Eapilh BPP. 
- pollinie attached to proboscie 
(Stoutamire 1974, 
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Illinoie. In the weer, plante extend farther south in the 
mountains to southern California, northern New Mexico end 
Colorado (Lusr 19751. 
The variety $&W&Q is found throughout the 
distributional range noted above. Variety is 
found in high altitude wet meadows and fena of the Pacific 
Northwest. In Alaska, variety dU&aM and variety 
leucoetachve are largely replaced by the variety m. 
Thie variety extends south of Alaska, to the northern American 
Rockies (LUCI 1975). 
1.3.4 Habitat of P. dihtaka 
P. dLL&&a grove in a variety of habitata throughout its 
wide distributional area. In the eaat and north, it commonly 
growe in wet open fena, but ie ale0 found along lakeshores, 
rnarls, wet sands a d  damp roadsides (Case 19641. Throughout 
much of vestern North America, acsnt-bottle orchids are m s t  
comnonly encountered along alpilre and sub-alpine streams end 
small alpine mountain tens (Williens 19801 . 
This orchid is most abundant in the northern areas oE its 
range, becoming quite rare in its southernmet areas. 
Generally it is rare throughout its distributional range in 
the U.S.A. [Luer 1975). 
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The habitat of E. U&L%a on the island oI Newlaundlond 
shangee f m m  east to west. On the Avalon Peninsula. E. 
-is wetly reetricred ro nuerienc-rich fens where they 
often grow in deep sphagnum beds. In contrast. Caae 11964) 
states that in the Great Lakes region. P. dj&.wM never grows 
in sphagnum beds. While far from rare on the ~ v a l o n ,  they are 
generally only locally E m o n .  They are much more c m o n  in 
western Newfoundland where they ere present in fens, damp 
meadows, roadsides and seepage slopes of the Long Range 
Mountains. 
1.3.5 Blooming leason 
The flarering season of q .  dllatkEB ranges from May in 
the south. June and July around the Great Lakee, and August in 
the north (Luer 1 9 7 5 ) .  The blooming season of E. on 
the ieland can be quite variable. The climate of western 
Newfoundland is more continental than that of the Avalon and 
planta bloomas early as late June. 1n contrast, populations 
on the Great Northern Peninsula and Avalon Peninsula, rarely, 
begin to bloom prior to mid-July and may still be blooming in 
late September (personal observation1 . 
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1.4 Previou8 Studies on the Pollination oC 
1n North America, much orchid research has been carried 
out on eletsnrhera (stoutamire 1974. Smith and Snow 1976, Cole 
and Pirmagc 1984. Sheviak and Bowlee 1986, Patt st a. 1989, 
Roberteon end Wyatt 19901. The genus is generally conaidered 
to be pollinated by members of the Lepidoptera (van der Pijl 
and Dodson 19761 which includes nothe, skippers and 
butterflies. E. sU.hxLe IL.1 Lindl. appears to be pollinated 
exclusively by butterflies (Smith and Snow 19761 while 2 .  
(Purehl Lindl. im pollinated by m t h s  (Stoutamire 
19'711. Houever, not all members of the genus have 
such specialization; E. IPurshl Lindl. is pollinated 
by m 0 8 9 ~ i t 0 ~ ~  as well as moths (Stoutemire 1968, voas and 
Risfner 19831; P. Wharialo- (Willd.1 Lindl. haa both 
bee and lepidopteran pollinatore (Cole and Firmage 1980, 
while P. &c#a has fly, bee and lepidopteran pollinators. 
Thus, while some platsntherans are more specific with reepect 
to pollinator gmupe, othera are mee generalized. Table 1 
eumnarirea the knam pollinator gmupa for the Pl.tanthera of 
Newfoundland. 
2. Materiale and Methode 
2.1 Site Description 
me major portion of thie study was conducted at a small 
fen located 0.7 km eouth of the Town of st. Phillip*~ mm 
Hall 147' 35' 3 3 "  N, 52' 51' 1 4 "  Wl. The area of thie fen vae 
approximately 0.75 km2. Field work was undertaken during 
mly. Auguet and September of 1990, 1991 and 1992. 
Thie Pen was characterized by three distinct vegetative 
zones. Along the edge of the fen was a tree and tall shrub 
zone dominated by black spruce I- m75am (Mil1.l BSP.1, 
laroh (u IDuRoiI K. Koshl, sweet gale lm!K&a 
gaas L.1, meadowsweet is&asa 1- tAit.1 Borkh.1 and 
northern wild raisin lYi&zma caeeiaoidre L.) . 
Adjacent waa a low shrub lone which included swamp mse 
1- niLfda Willd.) , fly honeysuckle 1- W&aa 
(~ichx.1 R.h s.), leatherleaf G&~!&U (L.1 
Moench), lebrador tea (a Oederl and common 
juniper (m samunis L. 1. 
The central area oE the fen was an open met zone 
dominated by sedges I- SPP. I . uphagnun moss ISRkSAw 
spp.1. marshberry IYacciniun swzma.4 L.1, meadowme 
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ITholictrY. Muh1.1, bog aster I&= nemoralis AIL.) 
and bog goldenrod IlXAUns uliqinoas Nutt.1. 
The boundaries between these vegetative ronee were not 
diaorete, thus the open met zone could extend into the la, 
shrub zone and rarely into the tree-tall shrub zone. 
The population of flowering E. -ranged from 489 
in l99a to 549 in 1990. Thie orchid wae found in a variety of 
microhabitats including open areas, among l o w  ehrubs and 
obscured undee taller shruba and trees. 
During 199a, two other sites were ale0 studied, but in 
learn detail. ma site was located in Butterpot Provincial 
Park 147' 24' 15" N. 53' 02' 15" W l .  Thie site was e small fen 
located on a seepage slope in a barren region. It was 
dominated by eedges 1- spp.1. cinnamon fern !PBmYnPB. 
L. I ,  marshberry lugghim oxvcoccus) and other 
dwarf ericaceous ehrube. A total of thirty plants of 1. 
sUhmQ was etudied in this aite. 
The other aite was losated at Cape Peeele, Bonavista Bay 
149' 14' 03" N. 53" 26' 50" W ) .  This site, located within 100 
m of the open ocean, was a damp open meadow dominated by black 
sedge 1- n19I3 11.) Reichardl , grasees 1- spp.. E=&ma 
spp. 1, c-n buttercup IRanunsvlus & L.). white elover 
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1WJcU.u ~enena L.1 and wild strawberry 1- 
Duchesne). Thirty plants were studied in this site. 
A final site. examined in 1330, was an alpine fen located 
on the eastern edge of Lake Cameron in Waterton lakes Notional 
Park, Alberta 149D 01' 31" N. 114° 03' 24"  Wl . This site was 
dominated by dwarf willow 1- spp.1, prickly rose lm 
Lindl.), grasses, rush 1- epp. 1 end several 
species of indianpaintbrush epp.). Thirty plenta 
oE P d.&.L&a were studied in this site. 
2.1 Data collection 
Flowering orchids from the st. Phillip's site ware 
classified as belonging to one of three nisrohabitats; 1) 
plants which were obscured under trees or tall shrubs, 21 
plants growing adjacent to trees or ehruba, but exweed, and 
31 plante gmwing on the open net. 
The site was visited every second day and the total 
number of plants, which were in blmm or faded, was noted. 
Within each microhabitat, several features of the plants were 
determined. These included the total nmber of plants within 
the micmbabitat, the height crf tho plants from the substrate 
surface to the tip of the inflorescence. the nvmber of flowers 
a3 
end need capsulee per inflorescence and the length of the 
inflorescence. 
Morphological measurernenta were taken randomly from 
fifteen flowers on separate plante. The fallowing 
meaeurenenta were made: the width end length of the doreal 
sepal, lateral eepals, petals. lip and the nectar spur. These 
measurements were then compared vith thoae previouely 
documented fore. &.L&&m in Case 11964) and Luer 11975). 
me breeding system of E. dilafsfa was determined through 
a series of pollination experimente. To teat for autogamy 
lself-pollination), ten inflorescences 1232 £lovers) were 
encloaed within fine 1 mm nylon mesh prior to the opening of 
the first bloom. This prevented any insect viaitationa. 
For more precise pollination experiments fifteen planta 
were removed f m m  the field and gmwn in a coldhouse. Eighty- 
two fl-r~ on four infloresscnse~ were self-pollinated. 
Ninety-seven flowers on four inflorescencee were pollinated 
geitonogamouely; i.e., pollinatedwithpollinaria fromanother 
flower on the same -pike. One hundred and fifteen flowers 
f m  four inflorescences were crose-pollinated (xenogamy). 
Pollinaria forsmss-pllinatirmvere removed Cmmthe flowers 
vith a toothpick, then placed on the stigmatic surface. The 
remaining unpl:linated plants were examined to determine the 
z* 
lifeapan and receptivity of individual flowers. AS o.xb 
individual flower opened, it was marked uirh coloursd rhm3d 
and the date recorded. Once all flowers an n spike wa.:c 
opened, they were cross-pollinated. 
Pollinator activity was observed in the field at various 
times of the day to optimize the probability of observing 
floral pollinators end visitors. Observation periods varied 
in length from I to 4 hours. Pollinatora were determined as 
thoae insects with pollinaria attached, while visitors were 
tlwae which probed the flowers but did not remove pollinaria. 
These ineects, where possible, were captured with e net and 
identified later. Some insects had an "uncertain" pollinator 
etatus since they escaped before they could be caught and 
examined. 
The flowers of 2.  open sequentially over en 
extendea period. To gain insight into changing pollinator 
activity throughout the flowering period, each inflorescence 
was divided into thirds and the number of seed capsules formed 
in each third was recorded. 
During the 1992 field aeaeon, pollinator activity was 
further examined by recording pollinaria remwal and 
deposition rates and whether this activity occurred noatly at 
night or by day. Fifteen plants were covered with fine nylon 
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mesh which waa then removed on August 10. At this tine, a 
minimum of 7OI of the flowers was open on each apike. Theee 
plants were then observed twice daily, at 8:Oo am and st dusk 
(approximately 7:45 pml for a total of lo daye. Theae tines 
were choeen to represent the day-time versua night-time 
periods. mring eesh visit the number of pollinaria removed 
or deposited on the stigmatic surface wae noted. 
TO determine it density affect. pollination rate., nine 
ieolated patches of plants were examined. These patches 
contained 1 I 5  replicate.), 5, 10 end 20 plants per square 
metre, reepectively. Theae patches were no leee than 50 m 
apart, with no plants of p. in between. 
During the 1991 and 1992 field season, plante from the 
St. Phillip'~ site were examined to determine the amount of 
insect damage to the inflorescencee. Por each infloreesense 
collected, the number of seed cepsulerr with insect damage waa 
noted. then analyzed to determine if insect damage was 
associated with the microhabitat of the orchid or with the 
number of capsules produced per plant. Insect damage was 
noted in the form of small holes or furrows within the 
developing capsule ae wr-11 as the senamption of ovules. 
hlring mid-September of 1992 thirty plante from both the 
Butterpot and Cape Preels sitee were also examined and data 
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collected on plant height, inflorescence length, llunber of 
flarere, number r f  capsulee and insect damage. Thirty plants 
from the Cameron Lake. Alberta site were examined in the same 
manner in early September of 1990 for comparison. 
2.3 Data Analyses 
A11 data were tested for normality using the procedure 
outlined in the Minitab Reference Manual 119881. H-eneity 
of varianoe was determixled using the P-test statistic, 
As recornended by Sokal and Rohlf 119811, arssin 
tranefomtion wee applied to the capsule set percentages for 
each treatment. Mean capsule set percentages within 
treatments were calculated in transformed scale end then 
retransfomd IRohlf and Sokal 19691. 
Tr~nsfo-d means were Eolnpared using the Tukey-Kramer 
method of multiple paiwlee comparison for unequal sample 
sizes and the T-Method of multiple paiwise cmparisons for 
equal sample aizaa (Sokal and Rohlf 19811. All other 
cal~lated mans usedtheee twomethods or ANOVA. Statistical 
significance for all statistical nethods is taken to be at the 
54 level. 
Insect damage was not normally dietributed, thus. to 
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determine if ineecr damage vae aeeosiated with tile nunber of 
Beed capsules produced per plant, the two variablee were 
compared using the Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient 
(McClave and Benson 19821. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Results of Within-site Study aC s t .  Pllillip'n 
Anthe818 occurred at the st. Phillip's site on ~ u l y  23, 
1990; AULUgUSt 1, 1991; and July 25, 1992. The perconrage of 
planta In ,,,. - 549, n ,.,, - 538, n ,,,, - 4891 in bloom over  their 
entire flowering season is presented as a combined phenoloqy 
curve IPigut-e 11. 
The t i m e  of peak bloom for 1. &Uu.u diftered by as 
mush as 14 days during the three eunmera. The earliest peak 
was on August 7, 1990, the latest on August 21, 1991. Thc 
flowering season aver:tged 51 days (range = 43-59 days). 
Plants required an average of 12.1 daya (ranq- = 3-24 days, n 
= 1521 toe all flowers on an inflorescence to open. The 
average lifespan oE an individual flower was 17.2 days (range 
- 12-22 days. n - 1841. Plovers remained rece~tive to 
pollinie up to the day of senescence. Pollinated flowere 
acquired brown stigma, but otherwise did not undergo any 
postpollination changes until they eenrsced. In contrast, 
most orchid flowera quickly aenesce once a pollinium is 
deposited on the stigmatic surface. 
The major nectar sources available at this site 
concurrensly with e. d i b u s a  were &cs.z nssssLk,  




uU&wm. W U and ThsliECrum dxsmm. Bgsa and 
Thalicrrum were mostly faded prior to the peak blooming of P. 
aiUmu so they would not compete f o r  the attentions of 
potential pallinators. The blooming eeaeons of &Uss!2 and 
Aelsx overlapped with that of the orchid. Obeervations of 
pollinatore ahowed Rdaw app., syrphid flies, butterflies and 
skippers to vieit these co-blooming plants. 
3.1.2 Plower Production and Morphological Comparisons 
The number of flowers per inflorescence varied from 6 to 
62 but, for the three sumere of atudy, the mean number of 
flowers produced per plant w a ~  similar (range - 27.6-30.6; 
Table 21. The distribution ef the number of flwers was 
n o m l l y  distributed during the three seasons (Pigure 21. The 
mean inflorescence length and mean plant height were 
cmparable amng the three summers (Table a ) .  
E grew in a number of different dcmhabitatsi 
most commonly on the open mat and least commonly obsoured 
under trcee and shrubs (Table 31. The mean number of flowera 
per inflorcssanca didnot differ aignifisllntly among the three 
microhabitats studied (Table 4 ) .  However, the mean plant 
heights and m a n  inflorescence length did s h w  sigoificant 
microhabitat differences Imkey-Xramr method; Table 5.  61. 

Figure a .  Frequency dietribution of flowers p r  'ndividual 
(1990-19921. 
-. 
Number of Flowers per Inflorescence 
Table 3. Totel number of Elovering plenta found in each 
of the microhabitats within the St. Phillip's study site. 
Table 4. Average number of flowers per inflorescence l f 9 5 t  
c.1.l of 2 .  in relation to nicrohebitats at the St. 
Phillip's study site. 
Table 5. Average inflorescence length Inn1 It9E.a c . 1 . )  of E. 
in relation to microhabitats of the st. Phillip's 
study site. 
note: statietisally similar averages Ipc0.05. Tukey-earner 
method) have the aame subscript within a given year. 
Table 6 .  Mean plant heights (om1 lt95t C.1.) for E. &U+u 
in relation to microhabitata of the St. Phillip's study slte. 
note: statia'.ically similar averages lp<0.05, Tukey-Kramer 
methodl have the same subscript within a given year. 
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In 1990 each microhabitat had significantly different 
inflorescence lengths, but in 1991 and 1992, only plants from 
the obscured areaa had inflorescences significantly longer 
then plants from the open areas or shrub zone. 
The inflorescences from obscured areae were longer, but 
with similar numbers of £1-rs compared with the other 
micmhabitat~. Thie reeulted in a looser arrangement of 
flowers on the spikes of those plants from obscured areas. 
The m a n  plant height in all three years was 
eiynificantly taller in the shrub zone and obscured areas than 
on the open mat lTable 6 ) .  Plants from the shrub zone and 
obecvred areas were about 8 cm taller than thoee from the open 
mat. 
  he size of the various flower characters (Figure 21 
measured fell within the valuee recorded £or E. d- from 
continental North America populations [Table 7 ) .  
3.1.3 Breeding System 
p. !lUaM,m is aelE-wmpatible but not autogarnous. When 
10 plsnts 1232 flowersl were covered with nylon neah Y o  
exclude any potential pollinators, there was 0% capsule aet. 
This indicates that an insect veotor is required. 
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Artificial 0~tEr08sing resulted in 100% capsule set (4 
plante, 115 flowers), sa did geitonogamy 14 plante, 97 
flowers) and self-pollination 14 plante. 81 flowers). This 
indicated that all of the flowers on an inflorescence could 
potentially produce capsules (Table 8). 
3.1.4 Pollinaria Removal 
Pollinaria removal by pollinators was fairly consistent 
over the 10 day observation period. Only during vet weather 
was pollinaria removal noticeably depressed. At the end of 
the study period. 527 170.64; range s 47.2-76.8% per plantl of 
a total of 746 pollinaria had been remered frm the 15 plants. 
With respect to the pollinaria removed, 15) were rew-red by 
day and 85k by night. 
Of 373 flowers ob~ezved in the pollinaria removal study. 
208 155.8t; range - 46.8-71.48 per plantl of the stigmas had 
pollinia deposited on then. All pollinations resultedin the 
f o m t i o n  of seed capsules. With respect to pollinia 
deposition. 9.18 were depoeited by day and 90.94 were 
deposv';ed by night. 
A strong poeiti~e correlation, r.so.955, was oboerved 
between polliniaria relnovel and the number of flowers per 
infloressenoe. 
Table 8 .  Overview of the r e s u l t s  from the experimental 
pallinatione of E. -. 
3 . 1 . 5  Pollinator Observetione 
Observed insect activity was quite low over the three 
year period. Most obeervariona did nor occur until the 
population of orchids had reached their peak bloaing. E .  
was vieited mainly by lepidopteran insecta (Table 91. 
Soma dipteran and bumblebees, jkxkxe app., were seen to vie!t 
the flowere, but remained on the flowers for less than 20 
seconds. They did not effect pollination. The insects lieted 
in Table 9 were mostly captured at the St. Phillip's site. 
  he exoepcions were brevicauda which were seen at the 
Cape Preele site and 2. s b s u  canadensie which was observed 
by B.S. Jackson (personal cmmunicationl in the Wooddale 
region. 
Lepidopteran visitors were distributed among five 
families including two families of mothn, Noctuidae and 
Notodontidae; two families of butterfly, Papiiionidae and 
Nymphalidae: and skippers. Hesperiidae. All confirmed 
pollinators were in the Noctuidae or Heeperiidae families. 
Butterflies are East fliers and although several were observed 
to probe the flowers for up to a minute, none were 
euccesefully captured to determine if they effected 
pollination. 
Table 9. Pollinatore end visitors of P. dj.k&&3 Ilovere 
11990-1992). 
Order and Family Spscies Statu~ 
Lepidoptera 
-- 
Papilionidae eePiliP brevicauds unc~rtain 
R. nanadensis uncertain 
Nymphelidae &&ria & uncertain 
Hesperiidae Thvmellcus Uns2U uncertain 
EQliCm SQKm pollinator 
Noctuidae Usgxa&a polllnntor 
ix%%E'E~ pollinator pollinator 
E%Ek?ifg-w K;:: 
p s e u d a l w  uniounm pollinator 
pollinator 
Sera~ltem q r a m i u  visitor 
Notodontidae .U&hwz W vieitor 
Hymenoptera 
Apidae B.mku6 ~PP. visitor 
Diptera 
Calliphoridae visitor 
Syrphidae 3 unidcntilied speoiee visitor 
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Nocruid pollinators were observed mostly on calm, warm 
evenings. However, so= moths mey be active pollinators by 
day as attested by one active individual observed at 10:35 an. 
Peck's skipper. -, is strictly a diurnal 
pollinator, most active on warm calm days. These pollinators 
would normally land on the lower portion of the inflorescence, 
th.m move upwards. Only a few flowrs per inflorescence were 
vieited before the pollinator would move to another plant. 
The skippers matly visited s neighbouring plant, while the 
nrrths moved about at random. Pollinators remained on an 
inflorescence for en average of 41.3 seconds (95% C.1.t 9.8 
eec.: "-46). The pollinaria ware attached to the pmbosoie. 
Pollinators were observed to carry 1-5 pollinaria. 
Most pollinators r a i n e d  on en individual infloresscnce 
for a shorter tirue period than is required for the pollinaria 
to rotate to the forward position (about a minutel. This 
a~tion keep8 8sl€-pollina*ict to a minimum and depresses 
potential geitonwamy. Crose-pollination appears to be the 
primary pollination mechanism of E. w. although 
geitanogamy end eelf-pollination could also occur. 
3.1.6 Capmule Set 
The prevailing weather during the blmming season of a 
plant can have a wrked affect on the activiky of the insect 
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pollinatore and, hence, the potential capsule set of that 
plant. Table 10 gives an overview OF the weatl,er during each 
of the flowering seselns for E. Wg&& at the st. Phillip'o 
site. The man temperature varied from 1I.7'C in 1991 to 
18.9DC in 199'4. Despite this, the overall capsule ssL was not  
eignifiaantly different among the three seaeons.   he mean 
percentage capsule set ranged from 47.7% - 56.0% (Table 21. 
The distribution of the number of capscles was akewed to 
the right with the greater percentage of plants producing 
fewer than 20 oap~ules per plant (Figure 51. The distribution 
of percentage capsule set values was n o m l l y  distributed for 
all three seaaons with m s t  plants having 41-601 OF their 
flowers prorlusing seed capsules (Figure 61. 
Percentage Eapaule set in relaLion to infloreecence 
classes showed similar capeule set for all flower classes 
(Table 111. A eignificsnt positive correlation (r.,...-0.583, 
p<0.01. "174; r ,,,, -0.689, pc0.01, "-113; r ,,, -0.635. pe0.01. 
n.941 existed between the number of Elmers produced Per 
inEloreeeence and the resulting number of capaulee that 
developed. A t  this site, plant density had no effect on the 
percentage capsule set. Experimental population densities 
shoved an individual plant per c? to have 52.7% capeule eet 
while a0 plants per m' had 57.5% cspeule set (Table 121. 
Table IF. Su-ry of daily tenpereturas IT1 during the 1990-1992 flmering seasons 
of p. ailarara growing in the St. Phillip's study site. 
Figure 5 .  ~regllency dietribution of capaulea per individual 
(1990-19921. 

FIgure 6. Frequency distribution of perfent capsule set among 
izdividuals (1990-1991). 

Tabla 11. Average percentage capeule set k95C C.I.1 for E. dilafata plants from St 
Phi1lip.s pmled into three inflorescence sleaeee. 
Table l a .  Percentage capsule set in relation to experimental 
population densities of 2. m. 
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For the three year period, the total percentage capsule 
eets in the shrub zone and obscured areae were consistently 
greater than in the open mat, however, the differcncea wcrc 
not significant (Table 131. 
Pollinator aqtivity was observed to decrease as the 
flowering season progressed. Changee in pollinator activity 
can be inferred by examining the percentage capeule set for 
the lover, middle and upper thirds of the inflorescence (Smith 
and Snow 1976, Cole and Pirmaga 1984). *arcenrage capsule ect 
of the upper third uae eignificantly 1-r than the middle and 
lower thirds for each micmhabitst in all three years (Table 
14). 
3.1.7 Inflorescence DBmage 
The total r,umber of planta present at the St. Phi'lip's 
site from year to year varied from 549 in 1990, 538 in 1991 to 
489 in 1992. However, at the time of capsule hatvest in mid- 
to late September, a major pmpor:ion of these p1ar.e had 
their inflores~ensee destroyed due to a combination of 
Lepidopteran larval-insect herbivory subsequently followed by 
fungal infection. In 1990. 86.5t of the flowers were 
destroyed; 79.01 in 1991 and 80.81 in 1992 (Table 1 5 ) .  
Table 13. Average percentage capsule set It951 C.I.) for P. dilstata in 
relation to dcmhabitats of the st. Phillip's study site. 
"7 
Table 14. Average percentage capeule set I1951 C . I . 1  for Lhree 
infloreesenca region8 of E. dU&&a growing i n  st. P h i l l i p ' o  
during the seasons of 1990-1992. 
note: statietically similar averages lpc0.05, 
the sane subecript within a given Year. 
Table 1 5 .  Percent of inflorescences destroyedbyineectlfungal 
damage in each of the nicmhabitate at the St.  Phillip's study 
s i t e .  
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m e t  of thie damage was associated with the nicrohabital 
of the plants. For all three seasons, the damage wae most 
pronmnced in populations cf P. W growing on the opoa 
mat (mean destroyed - 89.50, with the least damage occurring 
in obacurcd areas (mean deatmyed - 29.1*1. 
Damage was aleo significantly associated with the number 
of m a d  ~ a p ~ u l e s  produced per plant (Spearmen rank correlation 
1 .,,,,,, - 0.614, prO.02, n-113; r .,.,,,, - 0.731, ~ 4 . 0 2 5 ,  n-$41. 
The small entrance holes of the Lepidopteran larvae were 
obeerved along the hollow peduncle and the immature capsules. 
Browsing was evident along the inner surface of the stem end 
within the seed capsules. This initial insect damage uaa 
usually followed by a secondary fungal infection whioh would 
then cavae the entire inflorescence to turn brown and 
collapse. 3uch damage re~ulted in very depreesed seed 
prcduction in each of the three yeare. 
3.2 Results E m  Inter-site study 
The mean number of flowers per inflorescence was 
comparable among tta three Newfoundland populations; 25.1 at 
Cape Preels. 26.4 at St. Philli~'~ and 27.1 at Butterpot Park. 
These means were also sanparable to the man flower pmduotion 
of a population growing in i, mbalpine fen along Cameron Lake, 
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Alberta 126.51 VPshls 16). 
Among the Newfoundland pcpulaticn~, the mean plant height 
wae significantly shorter at Cape Freele (mean - 28.5 cml than 
at Butterpot lmean - 33.8 cml or St. Phillip's Imsan - 32.2 
cml. Plants f m  Cameron Lake wera eignifielrntly taller Imean 
- 36.4 snl than those at St. Phillip's and Cape Praels, but 
not at Butterpot Ip<0.05. T-method; Table 161. 
Hean inflorescence lengths among the four sites were 
comparable between Caps Preels and St. Phillip's. Mean 
inflorescence lengths were eignificantly greater at Cameron 
Lake and Butterpet lp<0.05, T-nethod; Table 161. 
The man percentage capsule set among the three 
Newfoundland populations did not differ significantly, 
although capsule set at Cape Freele was much higher than at 
the other two sites lp-0.065. ANOVAI. Percentage capsule net 
st Cameron Lake 166.811 wcia eignilisantly higher than at st. 
Phillip's 150.2\1 or Butterpet 146.811. but not significantly 
higher then at Cape m e l e  159.111 Table 161. 
Inter-site examinatiou of percentage rapsula set for each 
third of the inflorescence gave simtlar results to those 
obtained f m  the th- year within-site study conducter' at 
St. Phillip's. In a11 locations. the upper third had a 
significantly 1-r preentag* capule set than the middle 
Tabla 16. Su-ry of raaults (*95* C.I .1  obtained from papulationa of 2. dU&?Ga 
g-ing in open areas at four sitea I "-30 planes for each site). 
note: ~tati~tically similar averages (pc0.05, ~-me~hoBI have the same subscript within 
a given treatment. 
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and/or lower third [Table 171. The percentage capsule set on 
the lower end middle thirda of the inflorescence was 
comparable among the four populations, but the percentage 
capsule set on the upper third of those plants from Cameron 
Lake was eigniEicantly higher than those obtained from the 
three Newfoundland populatione. 
Despite high infloluecence damage at the St. Phillip'e 
site, no ineest or fungal damag- was obeerved in populations 
of e. &Lh%m growing at Cape Preele, Butterpot park or 
Cameron Lake. 
Table 17. Average percentage capsule set (r95'L C.I.1 lor three 
inflorescence regipna of P. UhLaLa growing in four locations 
In-30 plant- for sach site). 
note: statistically similar averagea lpc0.05, 
the same subscript within a given location. 
Tne r -3oming ~cason of e. W in Newfoundland 
extende aver a relatively long period of time? approximately 
51 days (range - 43-59 days). Long b l m i n g  seasons have also 
been dosurnented for populations of this orchid in Maine, where 
they bloom f m  46-60 daye (Heinrich 19761. Populations 
growing in suhlpine fens of sovthvest Alberta ale0 b l m  for 
approximately two months (C. Boland, personal comnunicationl. 
Long-lived flowers prolong the availability of flwers to 
the pollinaeor and are generally more typical of early 
bloming spesies than later blooming species such as E. 
-. Prinack 119851 claaaifies long-lived flwers ae 
tho-= which last for over lo days. The flowere of P. 
can be classified as long-lived since mean flower longevity is 
about 17 days. An extended bloming period and sequentially 
produced long-lived flowere are an advantage to P. 
allwing it to capitalize on low pollinator visitation ratee. 
especially during prolonged p r i d e  of poor weather. 
During the 1990-1992 flowering seasons, the peak b l m  of 
p. dih ta ia  ~ccurred f m m  an early as Auguet 7 in 1990 to a8 
late as AuLuguet 21 in 1991. Theee peaks are related to the 
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daily mean temperature which was highset in 1990 (ls.9"cl and 
lowest in 1991 114.7'C; Table 10). 
LUer 11975) described the blooming eeaeon of e. 
to extend from Hay into August, e. W, in Newfoundland. 
generally blooms from late June to mid-September, extending 
the previously-documented seaeon by nearly a month. 'The 
blooming season in sub-alpine populations in southwestern 
Alberta is cmparable to that in Newfoundlandi f m m  mid-July 
to early September IC. Boland, personal cmunicationl. 
The man number of flwers per infloressence for the S t .  
Phillip's population of q. was remarkably consistent 
over the three year study period, ranging from 21.6 to 30.6 
flowers per inflorescence. Coneistent average flower 
production over eeveral sees- has been previously documented 
for p. (Cole and Finnage 19841. Populations 
from two other Newfoundland populatione and a population in 
~outhwest Alberta had comparable mean flower production (Table 
16). Case (1964) found most plante of p. sWat&a "far the 
Great Lakes to produce 12-80 flowers per inflorescence, but he 
gives no indication of the mean flower prnducrian. Thie study 
determined that Newfoundland and southwestern Alberta 
populatione have similar flwer production ranges; 6-62 in 
~evfoundland, 12-51 in southwestern Alhrts. 
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Previous studies on orchids from the E. --I. 
complex have concentrated on E. (PaLC & 
a. 19891.  population(^ of E. in W~shington State had 
an average of 30 flowers per plant, with a rango of 12-65. 
Populations of p. from western and northern 
Newfoundland also averaged 25-30 flovers with a range of B-58 
(personal observationsl. A wide range of flower production 
with an average of about 30 flowera per inflorescence appears 
to be typiosl of this PlaLanrhEra complex. 
MiCrohabitats did not affec: the mean number of flowers 
produced per plant. During the three seaeonli of etudy, mean 
flower production from the three microhabitats ranged from 
25.2 to 31.2 flowers per inflorescence. Cole and Fimsge 
(19841 did not find that microhabitace affect mean flower 
production in 5. -. Thus, plants of E. 
could potentially produce similar numbers of seed capsules 
regardless of chs microhabitat they inhabit. 
The were11 mean plant height and mean inflorescence 
length din not differ in the st. Phillip's population over the 
three year period. However, microhabitats did show a 
significant difference in thcee characteristics. For all 
three seasons, plants f m m  the shrub zone and obecured areas 
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were taller than those from the own mar. Part of this 
difference wae due to aignificant differetlces in rhc lengths 
of the inflorescences among the three microhnbltats in all 
three seasons (Table 5 ) .  
In 199a, the infloreecences increased significantly in 
length from the open mat to obscured areas. In 1991 and 1992. 
this trend was also evident, but only plants from the obscured 
areas had significantly longer floral apikes. These 
difference= may be explained on the basin of light regimen. 
Planta in mre shaded locations become etiolated. 
The mean number of flowers per inflorescence was not 
different among the microhabitate. Tho average inflorescence 
area (length of infloressense X width of inflorescencel waa 
ale0 similar a m n g  the microhabitats (obscured - 18.2 cm'. 
shrub - 19.7 ca', open - 10.3 cm'l. Planta from obscured areas 
were taller with .a looser arrangemen' of flowers while those 
f n m  the open mat were of shorter stature with a denser, more 
contracted flower spike, but the overall "target size" was 
similar among the three microhabitats. Those results are 
similar to those found by Cole and Firmage (1981). Their 
etndies on E. shoved plants to be taller in 
shaded areas but to produce a similar "target size" to plante 
growing in the open m t .  
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Coaperiaone among the four site locations ehowe3 
eignificsnt differences in mean plant height and inflorescence 
length. These differences are a~euned to be aoetly due to 
different environmental factore at these airee. Planta from 
Cape Preele were very exposed, growing within reach of the 
ocean spray and plants there were eignifisantly shorter in 
height and epike length than those from the other three sites. 
Plants from Cameron Lake, Alberta were the tallest of the tour 
oites. These plantti were the most sheltered of the four 
sitee, being surrounded by 10-30 m conifers which may have 
effectively reduced wind speed. 
Floral measurements were similar between Newfoundland 
populatione and thoae documented for mainland ppulationa 
(Table 71. Plant taxonmiats usually rely on Eloral 
characterietica to classify a species since these 
characteristics are not influenced by the environment a. much 
as leaf wrphology 0.: plant height. 
mcvnented heights for p. in Newfoundland and 
subalpine areas of eourhwcstern Alberta were at the lower end 
of those previossly documented for this orchid. Case 119641 
gives the height range for 1. a. 10-100 cm. Luer 
(1975) stater they may g m v  100 an+. Pearie (1981) up to 115 
m. Luer 119751 also indicates that plants generally produce 
about 12 leaves. Populations of p. fmmNewfoundland 
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and southwestern Alberta produced I - 8  lenveo and .tvcr.~grd lcn,? 
than 40 cs in height. 
Sh~rter plants have been documa>ated lor other 
Newfoundland orchids. Populations of e. A IMichx.1 Don. 
var. v 1Pern.L Luer on the island are knws to have 
fewer leaves per plant than populations of this orchid on the 
mainland ILuer 19751. Previous studies on other Newfoundland 
orch.*s; - W L . ,  calooo.an- (L.1 ESP and 
1L.l Ker.. shared their floral 
characteriatic~ to be sin,ilar to those of mainland planto 
l%land 19891. 
4.3 Breeding system 
The flowers of p. &Q.aMLa are self-compatible but not 
autogamous. Exclusion of poesible insect pollinators 
prevented any seed capaule production, indicating that on 
insect vector ie required. When 97 flowers were pollinated 
geitonmously, ell resulted in the formstion OF s aced 
capeule, demonstrating that flowers are receptive to pollinio 
from the asme inflorescence. Flowers which were self- 
pollinated also resulted in loo* capsule set, ind~cating self- 
compatibility (Table 81. 
Self-compatibility has been noted formany orchid species 
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but pollination mechanisms mostly favour outcrossing Ivan der 
Pijl and Dodson 1966, Smith and Snow 1376. :ole and Firmage 
1981). Rotation of the caudicles so that the pollineria are 
in a forward position for deposition on the stigma takes about 
a minute. Re e result, self-pollination could be aseulned to 
be a rare incident, however, eome insects probed an 
inflorescence for over a minute and could hare effected 
geitonmus pollination. 
It should be noted that the percentage of viable 
embryos were not congare* between the outcrclesed and self- 
pollinated plants. Sme orchid- will produce nonnal capeulea 
upon selfing but functional eecds are reduced 1W.R. 
Stoutamire, personal somnicationl. This feature auggeeta 
that pollination mechanisms favour outcroesing. 
The flwers of an inflorescence of P. W open 
sequentially from bottom to top, thua the bottom flowers would 
presumably be the first to be pollinated and produce capsules. 
If resource limitation exiets it would prevent resources Erom 
being allocated to any developing saPauler on the upper 
portion of the spike. Even if capsule production is scattered 
over an entire inflorescence. the upper capsules could he 
aborted as a way of saving the energy which would be required 
to enlarge a large section of the peduncle. However, 
artifisially-pollinared infloreecencee with 100% capsule set 
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did not abort any seed capsules. Naturally-pollinated pl.~nts 
with 100% capeule set also matured all of thclr c.n!mul~~n. 
This suggests that seed capeule production may nor bc msa!!rcc 
limited. In addition, if resourcee were limited, percent eced 
capsule production would be expected to dccredse with 
increased flower production. However, in this study, flower 
pmduction was positively correlated with seed capsule 
production lr-0.111). 
Artificial pollination resulted in much higher fruit set 
than natural pollination, indicating that thie orchid may be 
pollinator-limited. Previous arudies on other non-nutoganous 
epecies of -have also ehwn them to be pollinator- 
limited lsmith and Snow 1976, Cole and Firmage 1984, Patt % 
u. 1919. Robertson and Wyatt 1990). 
Evidence for pollinator-limited system are not confinod 
to the Orchidaceae. Schemske a. 11978) found that hand- 
pollinatedplante of -<-NULL. ILiliaceaol had 
71% of their flowers set seed compared to 33% when naturally 
pdlinated. Willeon e$ a. 11979) showed 82.3% of hand- 
pollinated - divsriceta I. IPolernoniaceael bloaeome to 
meed c-red to 58% when naturally pollinated. 
xmver. Janren rt a. 119801 warns against interpreting 
seed production from one year's seed or fruit production as 
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proof or pollinator limitations. Only if hand-pollination 
conniotently produces higher fruit set over an extended number 
of yeare can the idea of resource limitation be dismissed. In 
the long tern, plants which produce a high fruit set in one 
year, nay fail LO reproduce in a auheequent year. Such 
evidence has been documented by Primack and Ball (19901 for 
& and Ackerman 11989) for w. 
Individual plants of P. dil- were not fol?.u:red from 
year to year, but it may be aseuned that high fruit set in one 
year could lead to lover growth rates andfor flower production 
in a subsequent year. For 2. &U&s&, lifetime reproductive 
output may be a balance between pollinator and resource 
1irnitationa. 
4.4 Pollinaria Relnoval 
Pollinaria removal is a direct reflection of pollinator 
activity. The p~pulati~n of E. dilereLB ic st. Phillip's had 
an average of 68.21 of pollinaria removed (range - 47.2-76.81 
per plant]. 
Similar rates of pollinaria removal have been documented 
for other Plarenthera speciee. Patt st a. 119891 found 
pollinaria r e m a 1  "ates of 57-'1st for populations of the 
closely related P. a; Roberts~n and Wyatt (:99oI found 
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removal rates of 64.84% for populations of p. 1L.l 
Llndl. Thie suggests that, for E. sold Lllesr oLl l r r  
documented pepecies, there are fairly high levrln 
of pollinator visitations compared with thc normally low 
poilinator vleitetion ratee for orchids in general lsctremske 
1980. Acherman and Montero 1985, Calvo 19901. 
NO previous studies have inveetigeted pollinaria remuval 
to deteminn if it occurs by night or by day. This study 
confined that most pollinaria removal and, hence, pollinator 
activity occurred at night. However, limited pollinaria 
removal was found to occur by day indicating E. &i&t.&a has 
both nocturnal and diurnal pollinators. 
There w a ~  e significant positive correlation Ire = 0.955) 
between pollinaria remval and the number of fl-re per 
inflorescence. This indicates that the number of pollinaria 
removed generally increases with inflorescence size. Willson 
and Rathcke 119741 found the number of pollinia removed to 
increase with inflorescence sire in m. This euggeats 
more insect eisit~ to larger infloreasenees. 
The entire pollinariun ie rarely deposited onto the 
stigma. Deposition is mostly in the form of several massulae. 
Duckett 119831 found that pollination of p. &SSLa by sr'!, '41 
massulae was as effective in producing a seed capsulr: A .  the 
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depotlirion of  the entire pollinarle. Gregg (19911 found that 
neither capeule set nor maturation of the capsules wae 
aftected by the number of pollen greina depoeited on the 
stigmatic surface of GkiaL?~ divllriesra (L.) Amee. However, 
she found that the nutlier of pollen grain- deposited will 
,EEect the number of seeds pmduced per capeula. 
Determination of the seed production per capsule ae a function 
of the number of pollen maeaulae deposited was not done for 
this mtudy. Unmanipulated plants had a capsule set rate of 
17-55a and presumably would have similar percentages of total 
fl-rs with pollen nassulae deposited on the etigma. 
Pollinaria removal and maseulae deposition both indicate 
regular pollinator visitations during the blwming sellson. 
P. -. like several other members of the genus, is 
pollinated by Lepidopteran insects. Although this orchid has 
a relatively high percentage capeule set, observed pollinator 
activity was quite l w  over the three year study. The major 
pollinatorwas night-flymg nostuid moths (Table 91 which were 
most active during the t w  hours from dusk to dark. The 
activity of the moths was determined by the prevailing 
weather, temperature in particular. No m t h  activity was 
observed during rainy or windy weather, but foggy calm weather 
did not detw activity. Moat activity was see?. sn relatively 
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calm, clear eveninge. Other etudiee on orchids pollinated by 
night-flying motha indicated that moth activity ceaeed ullcn 
night temperaturea dropped below 15°C (Smith and Snow 1976. 
Cole and Pirnage 19841. However, I observed nloths activcly 
probing flowers when the air temperature was as low an 12°C. 
All documented noctuid species, except Phlorronhor. a, 
are dfeteibuted across Canada, Alaska and the northern United 
States, eseentially coinciding with the dietribution of 2 .  
m. P iris ie found only in eastern North America 
Inorris 1980). Nostuid -,nth8 have been priviously documented 
88 pollinators of other plarenrhera. species (Stoutamire 1971, 
Catling 19851 and at least one species. ,Us!& w. ha- 
been documented previouely as a pollinator of the cloaely- 
related g. h ?  (Catling and Catling 19891. The other 
~pesics of noctdid moths seen visitinq could potentially be 
pollinatora as we11 but, without the attachment of pollinaria, 
their p tat us has to remain as uncertain for the preeent. I L  
may be aaeumed that many other spciee of nocruid moths could 
also be potential pollinatora of 2. w. 
Mothe are primarily attracted to 2. due to the 
d o u r  produced by the flowers. Mothe can follow the odour 
trail of a single plant a. well as a group of plants (Williams 
19831. This was reflect.* in the plant density experiments 
which showed that piants produsc cornpa-able levels of capaule 
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net whether rhcy ocurred as isolated plants or if there wera 
20 plant0 per d. 
Microhabitat8 had no effect on seed cep~ule production. 
Olfactoly cues can allow motha to find plants which are 
obscured under trees and shrubs. Smith and Snow (1976) and 
Cole and Fimage (1984), who studied the moth-pllinated P. 
-, also found microhabitats to have little 
effect on fruit Bet. 
Several diurnal Lepidopteran species were obaerved to 
infrequently probe the flowers of E. -. Peck's 
Skipper, -, was the only diurnal Lepidopteran 
verified as a pollinator. This akipper is widespread 
the~ughout eastern North America and ham been frequently seen 
to viait a vide range of summer flowers IHorris 1980). 
The European skipper, m-. was first eeen 
in Newfoundland in 1976 IJackeon 1978). Since that time, it 
has steadily increased in numbers. Only 2 few individuals 
were seen collecting nectar in the St. Phillip's site but none 
were observed to carry pollinaria. Since this skipper is 
introduced, it would not have been a regular pllinator of 
this orchid. 
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E&J& brevicauda wae only obeerved to visit p. m 
at the Cape Freels siie. The short-tailed swallowrail 10 
usually found near the coast. Its distribution is detenllincd 
by that of its host plant, k@.&Wm L.. which Is 
coaetal in it8 distribution. 6,s. Jackeon lpereonal 
commmisationl observed senadensis actively 
probing flwers of E. dilaLEta in the Wooddale region of 
western Newfoundland. 
Day-flying lepidopteran pollinators use colour as their 
primary attractant (Van der Pijl and Dodeon 19661. 
Butterflies and skippers are generally attracted to yellow. 
orange or red flarere. However. Soheneke &a. ll97a) noted 
that many white-coloured spring flowers are attractive to 
pollinators since they contrast sharply vith the brown and 
green of the surrounding vegetation. A similar situation may 
exist in Chis fen where the white flowere of ehie orchid 
contrast vith the greens and browns of sphagnum moss, sedges 
and grasses. In addition, the flowers of thia orchid sparkle 
due to light reflection end refraction, further enhancing the 
visual attraction of the orchid. 
oiurnal d o u r  production in orchids 1s generally 
associ~ted with butterfly polli~tion (van der Pijl and oodsc,ai 
19661. E. sW,&au has a northern distribution and may be 
e m s e d  to extended periods of cool night temperatvree when 
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moth activity could be depreseed. Maintaining odour 
production during the day may have the advantage of at~racring 
day-flying lepidopteran pollinetore to this orchid. Thie can 
further aid in the plant'e fitness by allowing at least ame 
pollination when night conditions are unfev~ursble far 
nocturnal m t h  activity. 
Bmimblebeee (BPmhYa spp. l were not observed to be 
Pollinators of E. -. Studies on the closely-related E. 
and E. huronensia found  lab^ to be active 
pllinatora of these orchide IPatt at. a. 1989. catling and 
Catling 19891. Bumblebees were quite common in the study 
areas but, during the blooming season of this orchid, the bees 
concentrated their foraging efforts m m p l i a i n o e a  and 
BBLe+ rmm3U.e. The St. Phillip's site had several so- 
blwming plants of the orchid --nzofflam Cham. 
These were actively probed by bees while nearby plants of E 
?UaE&a were ignored. Presumably. the probossie of is 
not long enough to suocessfully forage for nectar f m  this 
orchid. 
Both the within-site andbetveen-site studies showed that 
pollinator activity decreased over the bl-ing period. In 
all populations. the upper ehrrd of the inflorescence had a 
significantly lover percentage capsule set than the bottom and 
middle thirds. There are several possible reaecne for the 
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apparent drop in pollinator activity. Wing later in the 
aea~on, the daily temperatures, especia:ly tho night 
temperatures. were much low<.? than earlier in the soaeon 
(personal observation). Since the pollinators are directly 
affected by temperature. the pollinator activity would 
naturally decrease later in the season. Direct observation of 
wllinatore shared this drop in activity. 
Morri~ (19801 noted that many noctuid mthe, including 
most of the verified moth pollinators, cease to be in flight 
after late August. Due to life history strategiea, 
populations of pollinators may naturally decrease later in the 
flowering seesan of the orchid. A lowering of the pollinator 
popla~ion will subsequently lower potential rates of 
pollination. 
There is another possible factor contributing to lower 
capsule set on the upper third; many of the upper flowers rlr! 
a spike never fully opened. In these flowers, the labellurn 
was -rsaught-upsr in the rim of the hood (Figure 21. Although 
euch flowere w e  still accrssible to visitors. approaches 
were restricted to the aiCes rather than from the fmnL. 
Pollinaria could still be removed but due to the obetructing 
labellurn, pollinators were rarely in the correct paition to 
deposit pollinia onto the stiqm. E .  b-% (personal 
observation) and P. (Catling and Catling 19891 also 
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show this phenomenon. 
4.6 Prevention of Cross-pollinatioil 
The unsmon E. .rbiculeta iPurehl Lindl. is the only 
other apecies of Newfoundland PlaCanEhere, which haa been 
documented as being pollinated by noctuid moths (Catling 
19851. The blwrnilrg eeason of this epeciee may overlap with 
that of P &iWaU but the former species usually g m w s  in 
damp ccniferoue forest ipereonal observationl, a habitat not 
favoured by E. d i h U t a .  In addition, the pollinaria of E .  
czU&&a i~ deposited onto the eyea of the moth, rather than 
the proboscis. If a math should be c a w i n g  pollinaria from 
E .  orbiculara when it viaits a bloom of E .  w. the 
pcllinaria would not be in the correct position to effect 
C~OBB-pollination. The combination of habitat differences and 
pollinaria deposition site0 effectivelyprevcnts hybridization 
between theee tvo species. 
The skipper, Politee m, is ale0 a documented 
pollinator of 2 .  blerrhariqlottiQ in Maine (Cole and Firmage 
19841. Although P Bleohariqlottis wae abeent from the study 
sites. this orchid often grows aympatrisally and oo-blooms 
with E .  W ipereonal observations). Assuming that E. 
- is also a pcllinator OE E. in 
Newfoundland. it is passible for this skipwr to visit both 
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orchids and contain pollinarin of both. llowevcr, po1linar.l.~ 
from p,, are deposited on the ryao oC p. r~~illl 
(Cole and Firmage 19841 while pollinaria from E. -are 
depoeited on the probosois. Hence, neither poi1inarl.t would 
be in the correct position to effect croes-polliharian of 
these two orchid speoies. 
4.7 Capmule Set 
orchids are generally characterized by lw capsule set 
(Damin 1877, Thien and utech 19701. Those that lulc 
pollinators by deception (i.e., offer no food rewardl oEten 
have a percentage capsule set lees than lot IMosquin 1970, 
Thien and Marcks 1974, Ackernan 1975, Ackernsn 1981, Boland 
and Scott 19911, while Borne orchids which pmvide food rewards 
have been found to have a percentage capeule Bet over 501 
(Nilason 1978. Ackerrnsn and Mesltr 1979, Cole and Firmge 
lsa4. Part &a. 1989. ~obertson end Wyatt 19901. Ubserved 
percentage capeule set of E & i k E 3 r ~  ranged from 46.8-66.8) 
and was comparable to levels observed I. t h e r  orchids 
offering rewarde. 
m e a l l  percentage capsule set wlthin the St.  ~hillip's 
s i ~ e  wa8 remarkedly aonsistent over the three flowering 
seasons. When Cole and Pirrnage lie841 followed a population 
of 2.  over a three ynar period. they fou814 the 
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percentage capsule set to be similar in t w  years but 
dramtically lower in a third season. In their etudy, the 
oeilson of lower capeule set had nearly twice the number of 
flowering plants than during the other two seasona. They 
~ugq-nted that l m  pollinator-to-plant ratio in that .leason 
may hava reeulted in the l o w r  percentage capeuLe s?t. In the 
St. Phillip's site, the number of bloming plants varied 
little 1489-5491 thus, if the population of pollinators also 
varied little, the pollinator-to-plant ratio would be 
relatively consistent. Thia may explain the aimila;: 
percentage capsule set noted for the three seasons. 
The overall percentage capsule set in St. Phillip's 
150.21). Butterpot 146.81) and Cape Freels 159.111 was 
comparable, indicating chat these eastern Newfoundland 
populations heve consistent pollinator activity. Cameron 
Lake. Alberta, had significantly higher percent capsule set 
166.80 than St. Phi1lip.s and Butterpot, but not higher than 
Cape Freels. Although there ie no direct evidence, the higher 
capsule set in Uberta may suggest e higher population of 
pollinators andlor v?re favourable weather for pollinator 
activity during the blooming season of the orchid. 
Several orchid studies have found the distribution of the 
number of cilpsul 3 pmduced in a population to be ekewed to 
the right, with most individuals producing few capsules and 
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few individuals producing many capsules IJenrsn & d. 1080.  
Zinmerman and Aide 1989, Calvo l990a. cillvo 1830b). ~y study 
also shared the dietribution of the number of capoull,o ro br 
highly skewed to the right. In all three yeare, over '10% o[ 
the individuale produced fewer than 20 capsuleo (Pigurc 51. 
This contrasts with the finding that over 80% a€ rlre 
individuals produce more than 21 flwers per inflorcaconcc 
(Figure 31. Such distribution is indicative of pollinator 
limitation. 
The relationship between inflorescence size and resulting 
cap~ule Set is Yew Eontradicti~e in orchids. Uw&%h 
utriculariodes ISw.1 Lindl. (Montalvo and Ackerman 19871 and 
Epidendmm e x a m  lcalvo 1990) have decreasing percentage 
capsule set with increasing inflorescence sire; Braasavola 
apdpSil ( 2 . )  Lindl. (Schemske 19801 hae increasing percentage 
capsule set with increaeing inflorescence size: 
( F i m g e  and Cole 19881. princi~irs3 
~eichb.f. Izimmerman and Aide 19891. 9sceoclfdcE ma&&a 
ILindl.1 Lindl. (Calvo 1990bl and . . 
(Cole and Firmage 19Pil have no noticeable relationship 
between inflorescence sire and resulting capsule set. Results 
from my study agree with those of the latter authors; there is 
neither an increaee nor a decrease in the pnrcentage caplule 
set with an increasing inflorescence sire. Both small and 
1-c inflorescences had similarpercentage capsule set [Table 
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11). Author- who found no relationehip between inflorescence 
eire end capsule set suggest that plants with larger 
inflarcecences have e greater probability of setting at least 
one capaule. This could not be substantiated in my atudy 
since all plante, re7ardlees of infloreecense sire, set at 
least one fruit. 
In the short tern, inflorescence sizes of p. IWgLKa 
larger than the mean may have the selective advantage of 
greater seed production. In a year of favourable pollinator 
activILy, cheee larger spikes would be visited mre and thus 
would set a greater absolute number of capeules. Being s 
sequential bloomer, large spikes would lengthen the flowering 
season of that i2dividua1, increaeing fitness by improving 
chanoes of setting fruit. Several resent orchid studies have 
shown that high fruit set m y  lead to a reductLon in the 
future growth and/or reproductive levels of an individual 
orchid plant iAckernan 1989. snow and whigham 1989, Primack 
and Hall 1990, Ackeman and Montalvo 1990). Thus, while 
capsule set fur a particular year may be pollinator-limjCed, 
lifetime reproductive output of en orchid m y  be resource- 
limited. Although individuals plants were not followed, it 
nay be assumed rilar, like other orchids, high capsule set one 
year may reduce future growth and/ar raproductivs level. in 
subsequent years. It appears that for p. m, the mean 
flower production and hence lifetime reproductive succees is 
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a reflection of evolutionary compromlec; n bolallcc bs-Lwrc.tl 
PeeOUrCe allocation and pollinator IlndLarion. 
4 . 8  Inflorescence Damage 
Despite a relatively high percentage c+peule act.  L I I ~  
population of 2. at St. Phillip's had feu capsules 
survive to dehiscence as a result of lepidopteran larvae 
damage and fungal infection. In 1990. 86.5t of the individual 
inflorescennea from the site were destroyed. It was f i r m  
thought that this phenomenon was an isolated feature of that 
growing season, however, this high level of damage appears to 
be a regular feature of thia aite as 79.01 were destroyed in 
1991 and 8O.al in 1991. 
The lepidopteran larvae fed on the inner wall surface of 
the upper portions of the hollow stem. the inner sides of the 
cap~ule8 and the embryos. Neither the leaves nor the nnin 
plant stem showed evidence of being eaten. Such insect damage 
was evident as early as mid-August, however, the damaq* did 
not appear to be sufficient ro cause Lhe death of the entire 
inflorescence. In early to mid-September, secondary fungal 
infections Caused the entire upper portion of the plant to 
wither and dia. 
It is 1 ~ 8 ~ m e d  that the adult ineects chose the 
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influreecencee of this orchid haecd on n i b : .  11 i n   no^ kllvwu 
when the eggs are oviposited. By mid-tiopLcmlrul., !lwnl. I;nl.v.xl. 
had left the plant8 and the few rcmeinil?g lurvnc wt.v.c 
relatively large. It is not known If the larvae lcrl. to limi'l 
new food sources or to pupate. 
Insect damage and subsequent fungal InfecLlon verc 
clearly affected by the microhabitat (Table 1 5 ) .  Moot rwagcd 
infloressencee were thoee from plants on the open mat ,  w.th 
81.5-95.01 destroyed during the three year period. The 
percentage of destroyed inflorescences dropped to 17.1-62.11 
for plants from the shrub zone and down to 20.0-13.31 in 
obscured areas. 
 here was a significant positive correlation between 
inseot damage and the number of capsules per inflorescence. 
Inflorencensee with high capsule set invariably had mare 
damage than thoae with l w  capsule net. 
Such high levels of ineectlfungal damage to orchid 
infl~reacences have not been previously mentioned in other 
reproductive biology atudiea of orchids. The highest level of 
d e s t ~ ~ t i o n p r ~ ~ i o ~ 6 1 y d o s u m n t e d r e s  9 . 3 1  for il population of 
divariceea 1L. 1 mes.  growing in West Virginia lGregg 
19891. 
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Three consecutive yeare of high inflorescence mortality 
would auqq~st that thie site may have been attacked by ineect 
larvae for mony yeare. While seed set is definitely 
depreeeed, popularione of .L d,i&au have not decreased 
substantially in the laet three years. either the plants are 
long-lived and, in the future, will elowly decrease in numbers 
or seed production by the remaining undamaged plants is 
aufficient to maintain this population of orchid. 
This damage appears to be localized in the St. Phillip's 
site. Populations f r m  Butterpot P a d  and C a p  Freels shared 
no insect or fungal damage. However, these sites contained 
popvletions of leas than 50 orchids, compared to about 500 in 
st. Phillip's. Canemn Lake, Alberta, with its small 
population of plants, also showed no signs of damage. 
Presumably, these populations nay have been t w  small to be an 
effective food source for the larvae or the species of 
predatory insect was absent from those sites. 
4.9 Future Studies 
since many orchid. arc quickly besnning endangered 
worldwide, any studies on this highly-evolved group will be of 
benefit. especially studies on shart- versus long-tern 
reproduction and the discrete relationshipa between orchids 
and their pollinatore. 
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It wuld be interesting to repeat thin study In w r u t . r ~ ~ r  
Newfoundland to determine if the findings only rctlocL rho 
reproductive biology of E. U,ahu in o s r c r n  NewLoundlsnd 
populatione or if the findings represent the entire population 
of E. W on the island. similar studico clscdicrc In 
the distrihlttional range of this orchid would also supply 
good comparisons. I hypotheelled that odour production by day 
ia an advantage to attract diurnal pollinators during periods 
of cool nights when noctuid moths ere not active. Extensions 
of chis study to the extreme northern dietuibutional range or 
this orchid may give furrher insight. Presumably, night 
temperatures in such areas would be t w  cool for much noctuid 
moth activity. These moths may be active by day or diurnal 
lspidoptern may be the primary pollinator. 
The noctuid pollinatore identified at the st. Phillip's 
eite may represent only a small number of the potential 
noctuid moth species in Newfoundland whish could pollinate 
this orchid. Similar studies done elsewhere wuld increase 
the list of known pollinators. Such atudiee may reveal other 
lepidopteran families as effective pollinatore. Studies on 
the cloeely related 4. shoved them to be pollinated by 
members of the Coleoptera. Trichoptera, Diptera and 
Hymenoptera as well as Lepidoptera (Pact s.L aL. 1989). 
studies on E. elsewhere m y  also show non- 
lepidopteran insects to be effective pollinators. 
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In eastern Newfoundland, populnciona o t  P. !.:>on 
during a eix week period from lace July to early Sopr~lnh~,r. 
although this period nay vary by two weekn depending c.13 i.ho 
mean eummar temperacure. About 30 long-lived Flowcro pol. 
spike are sequentially produced. While this orchid is eclt- 
compatible, an insect vector is required [or succeanfol 
capsule set. Pollinators were observed infrequently during 
the three flarering seasons. The primary pollina~are ore 
night-flying Noctuid moths which are most active during the 
two hours from dusk to dark. Limited pollination i~ also 
achieved by diurnal Hesperiidae. 
Observed oapaule eet from the st. Phillip's populatione 
of E &ila€&a was remarkedly consietent over the three year 
period (47.7-56.01) .  This indicates that pollinator activity 
wae fairly conatant during the blooming seasons of 1990-1992. 
These values were similar to those obtained from the other 
eastern Newfoundland sites. 
Percentage capsule set was not affected by the 
micr~habitat. This is mostly because this orchid uses scent 
as its primary accraorsnt. Pollinators can detest the odour 
of this orchid whether plants are in the open or obscured 
under trees and shrubs. In addition, there is neither an 
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incrmna nor a decrease in percentage capsule set with an 
Increasing inflorescence eize. 
Seed production vae discovered to be very depressed in 
the St. Phillip'e population due to lepidopteran larvae 
herbivory followed by secondary fungal infection. Such e high 
level of inflorescence damage may only be a local problem 
8ince the two other Newfoundland sitee shoved none of thie 
damage. 
Comparison between the Newfoundland populations and e 
population in southwestern Alberta did not indicate many 
differences. Percentage capsule set was migniEicantly higher 
in Alberta than two of the three Newfoundland Bites, but thie 
nay simply be due to a larger population of pollinators and/or 
more fav~urilble weather POI p~llinat~r activity during the 
bloaning eeaeon of the orchid. 
A11 three Newfoundland populations as well as the Alberta 
population shoved a significant drop in the percentage capsule 
set on the upper third of the inflorescence compared to the 
lower t w  thirds. There was no evidence of eapeule abortion 
due to reeource limitations, thus it may be concluded that the 
drop in capsule set was due to 1-r pollinator activity later 
in the season. This drop in activity m y  be the result of 
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cooler weather or a reduction in Llm yopalntion 01 
pollinators. 
E eilnLate is known to share its pollinators wit13 other 
species, notably, 2 .  P-;S and E .  
oebiculata. However, placement site of the pollinaria on the 
ineect, blwming season and/or habitat act to prevcnt 
hybridization among these speriee. 
P UhWa 10s a nunber of adaptations which allows tor 
sucocasful repmduction. An extended bloming seeeon. 
sequentially-produced. long-lived flowera, long reecptivity- 
time for flowere and continual odour production help mainrain 
fairly high levels of capsule set, even during periods of 
unfavourable weather end low pollinator activity. 
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